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Find all our Ford workshop manuals and factory service manuals listed above, all our Ford
manuals are free to download. We do however have a download limit of 3 PDF manuals per
visitor, so ensure you download only the type of Ford manual you require for your car. Ford
Capri SA Ford Crown Victoria Ford Escape CD2 Ford Escort Cosworth RS Ford Falcon BA Ford
Falcon AU Ford Falcon BF Ford Falcon FG Ford Fiesta Ford Focus Ford Mustang Fourth
Generation Ford Mustang Fifth Generation Ford Ranger Ford Sierra Cosworth RS Ford Telstar
Ford Workshop Manuals and Factory Service Manuals Find all our Ford workshop manuals and
factory service manuals listed above, all our Ford manuals are free to download. Share this with
your friends below:. Site Update: As promised we have restructured the website. You no longer
need an account to download free PDF workshop manuals. We do however have download
restrictions so please only download the PDF's you require. Quick Service Manual Search:
Search for your vehicle below to view related workshop and service manuals. Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is
based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford Focus owners. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Are too small". Water comes in from
above, likely from passenger side window". The wind noise when driving on the highway makes
me turn up the radio so I can hear. The Ford garage must only hire technicians with impaired
hearing. I am hopeful that no major breakdown will happen when I am behind the steering
wheel. Primarily from the rear suspension, which was reportedly replaced by the dealer at k
miles". We took to repair shop but they are unable to fix all the squeaks. Sounds like a very old
car. We call it the rattle trap now! Wind and engine noise has always been a problem with the
Focus". She is driving it less now that she moved back home and is taking the train to". But the
whole suspension and shocks are having to be rebuilt, right now. They are so worn. It's been
making squeaks and shaking". Mechanic unable to find source as noise disappears when on
the hoist. It bothers me when I have someone in the car and it is hard for me to hear
conversations. It has substantial air leaks on the passenger side making it very cold in the
winter even with the heat running,". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I had the same
issue with my focus. Costly repair then and I have to do it again on the ". The other s was still in
good condition according to my mechanic". Problem was resolved". Not totally surprising. Does
not interfere with normal driving though". I did not notice anything unusual, but he said the
struts were showing excessive wear and needed replacement. I intend to change them soon. I
assume that means steering links". This issue also creates a droning noise in the car". Needed
left ftront wheel bearings replaced". Dealership had to replace entire compressor unit even
though that was working ok to get the dash controls to work again. Very poorly engineered".
Apparently the alternator design faulty and is located too close to the engine block and". The
design apparently is faulty. You can force the control but you might break it instead--we have
replaced two controls. We were told it's a design flaw. I took it to the shop, and they said it had
a coolant leak. They replaced the coolant reservoir, and that fixed the problem. Had a remote
starter installed and the car engine would be warm, but not cabin area. However, if was above 0
degrees, say teens and warmer, it worked fine. Did not do anything to fix it. I refilled the system
with a coolant containing leak sealer and solved the problem. It's been 7 months and no source
has been detected. Refrigerent low, only 2 lbs. Refilled with dye, so far okay". Blowing warm air
again". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. We couldn't go above 35 and then I smelled
something burning so we stopped right there. We were towed to the Ford garage--we thought
the transmission was gone--but it turned out the brake system needed to be rebuilt. Now it
drives like it did when we got it". Through negligence I kept driving with the grinding until the
drums started to warp and I felt a pulsation in my brakes. Thankfully, my mechanic said that the
drums would have needed replacing in any case, so my negligence did not cost me more
money. I brought it in a month or so later and had the work done. No complications since then.
Torque Converter worn". The cause was a stretched emergency brake cable. The cable was
adjusted and tightened. Dielectric grease was applied to its electrodes". This now 3rd set of
rotors. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings,
rust. It was peeling off. Still a problem". Rust has started to settle in on the body in those spots.
Maybe I am expecting too much for a 10 year old car, but Ford has been trumpeting the veracity

of its finish and rust treatment for years now. But I probably shouldn't be sqwaking since I live
in Central Ontario where we get fairly cold winters and are located in a significant snow belt".
Paint has stone chips on lower body strip in front of rear wheels. Vermont is tough on cars, but
cars don't need to rust out if they are galvanized. I'm not going to get another Ford Focus
unless its from the desert. Rust around rear licence indent". Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. Repair technician indicated a problem with the adjustments belts? Repair
was completed with satisfactory results". I paid little attention, figuring it was melted snow I had
tracked in. When warmer weather came, I realized that what was on the floor wasn't just water it was some kind of fluid, which had ruined a good pair of hiking boots. Mechanic diagnosed the
problem as leaking fluid from the clutch master and fixed the problem. OK now". Once driven in
2nd for awhile, the other gears come back". Took the car to another shop, where they topped
the transmission fluid and break fluid, which was also almost on empty. Don't want to put blame
on the shop where I was before - it's a 10 yr old car - but not coming back to that first shop,
since my assumption always was that checking break fluid is a major checkpoint every time you
are in the shop that i". I have a lifetime dealer warranty which will rebuild when it quits
completely. This dealer used car warranty is why I bought the car. I have t either let off the gas
momentarily or gun the engine to get the transmission to shift to the next higher gear. In
addition the cruise control will slip out of gear sometimes causing the engine to race
dangerously high until I turn the cruise control off". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. But I present the story below
to highlight my concern that the increasing complexity of cars to meet regulations and provide
more features is making it more difficult for low income families to afford newer cars, while the
maintenance costs that go with owning an older, high-mileage car are rising as well. A short
circuit in chassis-to-hatch wiring for brake lights prevented car from shifting out of park. It took
me a week of troubleshooting to find it. Compounding the problem, the car was disabled
because mechanical override to get it out of park did not work - a nylon tab was deformed.
Fortunately, I had the time and experience to resolve the problem myself. I shudder to think of
how much it would have cost to have a dealer resolve this issue. Straight forward repair after
troubleshooting". Several wires themselves had broken. Affected were rear window defogger,
upper mount stop lamp. Had to manually override to shift out of park, and rear brake lights were
simultaneously non-functional. I tried replacing the fuse twice, both times the fuse was
immediately tripped. This issue did not recur for the garage after they replaced rear bulbs and
fuse". Was still able to lock or unlock door by the key. Effectively, could not secure the door
until fixed. Dealership ordered wrong replacement apparently a left and right side version".
Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. The mechanic said it was an internal
failure of the part". Fortunately, welding fixed the problem without having to replace the pipe".
Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors,
mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. That is a most annoying failure".
Something broke and you could only open the door from the inside. All 4 door handles have
always had to be "yanked open" - they handles require force to open from the outside. A small
cam inside the latch mechanism broke. Not an age related failure no corrosion just simply a
weak design. Too expensive to fix on old car. Very inconvenient to try and get into the car, and
had to wait for a part to be ordered, but this seems to be a common occurance with the Focus".
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
It was replaced with manufacturer parts, but continued to break off every months for 3 more
times. Finally, my mechanic had a machinist bore a hol". Ford has said it's likely caused by
inexpensive parts and may not be remedied if the belt was replaced again. We live with a noisy
car". Would not go off even though gas cap was on. I finally cleared a spiderweb out of the gas
cap area". The cause was a worn front engine mount. It was replaced". Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. I was still able to drive it and shift, etc. The
mechanic recommended a new clutch, which I agreed to. Got it to transmission shop just in
time before it stopped". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. A mechanic en route could not find
the problem. A week after we got back the alternator started making enough noise to be
diagnosed. I had to replace the alternator". My daughter and I were stranded on the side of the
road for 45 min. Alterrnator tested - bad diode, new one installed". This has been going on for
several years now. Ford seems rather laissez-faire about it". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Caused my engine to get close to the hot zone
when travelling up hills, but did not overheat. Returned to normal once I leveled out". Trusted

mechanic diagnoses the problem as a failing axle. Replaced and problem disappeared. I got a
new battery; but that didn't help. I paid to have the entire electrical system checked for slow
drains-took a week at the dealership. It turned out to need a new starter". Total loss of power,
Turned out to be alternator,very expence to replace". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Less than 30 days later
no. The piston smashed into the valves causing damage to the cylinder head. The head had to
be replaced as well as a piston. The balance wheel on". Any disruption can cause catastrofic
damage and danger as the vehicle will shut down". Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Currently it is not severe enough to
prompt replacing but does annoy when it does not work". Reactivate now to get the information
you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our
customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member.
Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock
Ratings. Used Ford Focus Change Vehicle. The Ford Focus combines a roomy, ergonomic
cabin and easy access with a comfortable ride and sporty handling. But the quality of interior
materials is low grade. Also, fuel economy is unimpressive. While overall crash protection is
good, the Focus received a Poor in the IIHS side-crash test when tested without its optional side
airbags. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common
Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse
Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission
Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Air or water leaks "Seal on rear window has
always had a leaking problem and has never been able to be completely fixed" John G. Water
comes in from above, likely from passenger side window" Lyle L. Primarily from the rear
suspension, which was reportedly replaced by the dealer at k miles" Anonymous, OH Ford
Focus SE "The car only has 54, miles on it and has been well taken care of, but has developed
horrible squeaks and rattles. Wind and engine noise has always been a problem with the Focus"
Duncan G. She is driving it less now that she moved back home and is taking the train to" John
M. It has substantial air leaks on the passenger side making it very cold in the winter even with
the heat running," Anonymous, CT Ford Focus SE 2. Ball joints "turning right while going into
driveways makes a grinding noise from the front right wheel area. The other s was still in good
condition according to my mechanic" Cheryl A. I assume that means steering links" Cheryl A.
Needed left ftront wheel bearings replaced" Robert S. Very poorly engineered" Wah W.
Apparently the alternator design faulty and is located too close to the engine block and" Wah W.
Calipers "right side caliper sticks" David A. Now it drives like it did when we got it" Mary F.
Torque Converter worn" James R. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The trim at the back across
the hatch wants to come off. But I probably shouldn't be sqwaking since I live in Central Ontario
where we get fairly cold winters and are located in a significant snow belt" Michael H. Rust
around rear licence indent" A S. Clutch adjustment "Encountered difficulty in shifting into lower
gears. OK now" John B. Once driven in 2nd for awhile, the other gears come back" Nanci B.
Don't want to put blame on the shop where I was before - it's a 10 yr old car - but not coming
back to that first shop, since my assumption always was that checking break fluid is a major
checkpoint every time you are in the shop that i" Anonymous, MD Ford Focus S 2. In addition
the cruise control will slip out of gear sometimes causing the engine to race dangerously high
until I turn the cruise control off" Wah W. Exterior lights other than headlights "As a back drop, I
was very happy to get over , miles on my Ford Focus. The mechanic said it was an internal
failure of the part" Katrina B. That is a most annoying failure" Wah W. Very inconvenient to try
and get into the car, and had to wait for a part to be ordered, but this seems to be a common
occurance with the Focus" Anonymous, IA Ford Focus SES 2. Accessory belts or pulleys "I
guide pulley for the serpentine belt broke at the bolt that mount the pulley to the engine block.
We live with a noisy car" Nicholas O. Clutch replacement "I noticed shifting the vehicle was
becoming more problematic in the Fall Got it to transmission shop just in time before it
stopped" Donald K. Alternator "Car stopped, was towed, needed new alternator and battery"
Mark B. I had to replace the alternator" Eric P. Emission control devices includes EGR "The
exhaust would smoke so bad that I'd have to wash just the rear weekly. Ford seems rather
laissez-faire about it" Michael H. Returned to normal once I leveled out" David M. Driveshaft or

axle "Noticed some slippage on acceleration. It turned out to need a new starter" SUSn W. Total
loss of power, Turned out to be alternator,very expence to replace" Henry-Pietrofitta A. Cylinder
head "No. The balance wheel on" Joseph P. Any disruption can cause catastrofic damage and
danger as the vehicle will shut down" Joseph P. CD player "6-disc changer completely
malfunctioned with 4 discs trapped inside. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar
Cars. Ford Focus. Honda Civic. Mazda 3. Toyota Corolla. Toyota Prius. Toyota Yaris. This score
shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that
year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble
spots. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Ford
Expedition Eddie Bauer stereo wiring connector video monitor. FORD Car radio wiring
diagrams. Car stereo wiring diagrams car radio wiring car radio wiring colors car radio wire car
radio connections wiring diagram car radio wire colours. FORD auto radio wiring diagrams
install car radio. How to install car radio autoradio wiring harness stereo installation. How to
install car radio wires. Car radio install car wiring diagrams wiring harness pinout connector
diagram. Car stereo radio wiring diagram. How to wire a car radio wiring diagram for car stereo.
Car stereo wiring diagram radio installation head unit. Car radio wire colors car audio wiring
free radio wiring diagrams. Radio diagram wiring car radio car radio wiring diagrams. Free car
radio wires stock diagram. Car radio wiring colour codes car radio speakers. Free Download.
Circuit Diagram. Car Stereo Wiring. Car Manuals. Service Manual. FORD Car Radio Stereo Audio
Wiring Diagram Autoradio connector wire installation schematic schema esquema de
conexiones stecker konektor connecteur cable shema car stereo harness wire speaker pinout
connectors power how to install. Car radio. Model autoradio. IC Amplifier. CD changer. S
National Semi. DG DGF TI 16bit. N JC MC68HC05B16 EP12DS tuner. CXKM smd. NJC or JC TDA
x 2. NJC JC NLC or LC D TI 16bit? TDAQ x 2. TI 16 bit? TDA x 4. CD-6 MP3. CDR CDR N. CD
NAV. MD MD N. EP12DS only tuner. EP32S only tuner. CCRV or V DVD MP3. NO TDA
MC68HC05B16 or TDAB x 2. FIS M smd. SRT 22 DM The Focus will be more substantially Read
more Ford's Focus family gets various options and upgrades aimed at those who seek more
individualization. New leather-trimmed sport seats are available, sound systems have been
upgraded, and there are two sporty new Street Appearance Packages. The Focus will be more
substantially revised for Close this Model value: Ford says that the Focus offers more body
styles than any of its competitors. Focus can be had as a two-door hatchback, four-door sedan
or hatchback, or as a wagon, and each is available in a full range of trim levels. With each
model, the Focus is a strong value, with some of the lowest prices in its segment. Model
overview: Ford's small-car family dresses up a bit more for , but the Focus retains its
affordability and fun-to-drive qualities. Leather sport seats with contrasting leather inserts are
newly available, either as a separate option or as part of the new Interior Upgrade Package. The
package also includes a two-tone, leather-wrapped steering wheel, a satin finish for the center
stack and instrument Read more Ford's small-car family dresses up a bit more for , but the
Focus retains its affordability and fun-to-drive qualities. The package also includes a two-tone,
leather-wrapped steering wheel, a satin finish for the center stack and instrument panel, and
black sill plates. Two new Street Appearance Packages add a more aggressive, tuner look to the
Focus. Both bring a spoiler in back, along with a bright exhaust tip, body-color front fascia with
fog lamps, and body-color rear bumper trim. The Focus's sound systems have also been
revised for to include a standard single-disc, MP3-capable CD player on all models. The optional
six-disc changer system now includes steering wheel-mounted audio controls. There's also a
Sony audiophile system with an eight-inch subwoofer available on all but the base S model. The
ST model steps up to a 2. The 2. Fuel economy ranks high with all Focus models; it ranges up to
27 city, 37 highway, with the 2. The Focus runs the gamut from frugal and basic to very well
equipped. At the top of the range is the sporty ST, which, besides the more powerful engine,
adds four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes, a performance-tuned suspension, a special grille and
rear fascia, a chrome tip for the exhaust, heated exterior mirrors, sport bucket seats; and a
stitched, leather-trimmed steering wheel and shift knob. Each model is available as a two-door
hatchback, four-door sedan or four-door hatchback, while the wagon is only offered as an SE or
SES and the sporty ST version is only available as a sedan. Other top options include heated
seats and ambient LED interior lighting. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle
Model strengths: Wide variety of body styles; fuel economy; value. Ford's Focus family gets
various options and upgrades aimed at those who seek more individualization. Read more.
Close this. Ford says that the Focus offers more body styles than any of its competitors. Ford's

small-car family dresses up a bit more for , but the Focus retains its affordability and
fun-to-drive qualities. There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

